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COMP110 – Optional WS2 
Boolean operators – 
1. Given 2 variables called a and b, both of type number, with some value stored in each of them, explain in 
your own words: 
(a) Can (a > b) && (a <= b) ever be true? 
 
 
(b) Can (a > b) || (a <= b) ever be false? 
 
 
2. TypeScript will evaluate the following boolean expression in many steps. Please write out each 
intermediate step. You can assume all variable substitutions happen in a single step. Please use capital T and 
F for true and false and be sure it’s very obvious which is which. 
let a: number = 5; 
let b: number = 7; 
let c: number = 9; 
( b >= c || a < b ) && ( b > b || !(c <= c) ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If-then-else -  
3. Given the function below, answer the questions on the right. 
function schedule( 
comp: boolean, math: boolean, english: boolean, lfit: 
boolean): number { 
    if ((comp || english) && (math || lfit)) { 

   return 1; 
    } else if (comp && english) { 
       if (!lfit) { 
                return 2; 
       } 
    } else if (!lfit && !comp) { 
       if (english && comp) { 
                return 3; 
       } else { 

          return 4; 
       } 
    } else if ((comp || math) && (!lfit && !english)) { 
         return 5; 
    } 
    return 0; 
} 

What will be returned by: 
a. schedule(true, false, true, false); 
 
 
b. schedule(false, false, true, false); 
 
 
c. schedule(false, true, true, false); 
 
 
d. schedule(true, false, false, false); 
 
 
e. Is it possible for this function to 
return 3? If so, write a function call 
that will do so. If not, explain why. 
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Function Definition & Function Calls -  
4. (a) Define a function named courseGenerator that takes in a number called courseNum and a string called 
dept that returns a string representation of the course name.  
Example function call: courseGenerator(110, “COMP”) // this returns “COMP110” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Create a variable named myCourse and instantiate it with the value returned by calling courseGenerator 
with any valid arguments of your choice (other than the example given in part A). 
 
 
 
5. Given the functions below, answer the questions on the right. 
function foo(x: number): void { 
 x = x * 2; // (1) 
 bar(x + 1, x); // (2) 
} 
 
function re(a: number, b: number): boolean { 
 return (b - 5) >= a; 
} 
 
function fa(a: number, b: number): number { 
 return a + b; 
} 
 
function doh(a: number, b: number): number { 
 return a * b; 
} 
 
function bar(a: number, b: number): void { 
 let x: number = fa(a, b); 
 let y: number = doh(a, b); 
  
 if (re(x, y)) { 
   print(fa(x, doh(x, x))); 
 } else { 
   print(fa(fa(x, x), y)); 
 } 
} 

Suppose foo(1) is called. 
 
(i) What is the value of x at (1) as commented in 
code? 
 
 

(ii) What arguments are passed to the function 
call at (2)? 
 

 

(iii) What is the final result of calling foo(1)? 
 
 

(iv) What is the result of calling foo(2)? 
 
 

(v) What is the result of calling foo(0)? 
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6. What will be the value of aNum when the following code runs? 
function foo(num: number): number{ 
 return num+4; 
} 
function bar(num: number): number{ 
 return num-5; 
} 
function hoo(num: number): number{ 
 return num*2; 
} 
let aNum: number = foo(bar(hoo(foo(2)))); 

 
Types & Objects 
7. Given a class as follows, answer the questions on the right. 
class Phone { 

brand: string; 
color: string; 
price: number; 

} 

(a) What is the name of this class? 
 
(b) How many properties will each Phone object have? 
What is the type of each property? 
 
 
 

(c) Implement the code that uses this Phone class according to the instructions below –  
// Implement a function named toString that takes in a Phone object as parameter. It  
// returns a string “This is a <color> <brand>, and it costs <price>” where the <color>, 
// <brand>, and <price> refer to the actual property value of the Phone parameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
// Declare a Phone variable called pixel. Make sure that you initialize it. Its brand  
// should be “Pixel”, color “white”, and price 779.99. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
// Invoke the toString function with the Phone variable that you just declared. 
 
 
// What will be returned by this function call? _________________________________ 
// ______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Solution 

1. (a) No. The 2 cases are complement of each other. There will always be one of the 2 cases that is 
false and false AND anything is false 
1. (b) No. The 2 cases are complement of each other. There will always be one of the 2 cases that is 
true and true OR anything is true. 
 
2.  ( b >= c || a < b ) && ( b > b || !(c <= c) ) 
= ( 7 >= 9 || 5 < 7 ) && ( 7 > 7 || !(9 <= 9) ) 
=  ( 7 >= 9 || 5 < 7 ) && ( 7 > 7 || !(true) ) 
= ( 7 >= 9 || 5 < 7 ) && ( 7 > 7 || false ) 
= ( false || true ) && ( false || false ) 
= ( true ) && ( false ) 
=   false 
 
3. (a)-(d) 2; 4; 1; 5 
3. (e) No because if !comp is true, comp cannot be also true. 
 
4. (a)  
function courseGenerator(courseNum: number, dept: string): string { 
  return dept + courseNum; 
} 
4. (b) Example: let myCourse: string = courseGenerator(410, “COMP”); 
 
5. 2; 3 and 2; 16; 90; 2. 
 
6. 11 
 
7. (a) class name is Phone.  
7. (b) 3 properties. String, string, and number. 
7. (c) 
// Implement a function named toString  

function toString(aPhone: Phone): string { 

return “This is a ” + aPhone.color + “ ” + aPhone.brand + “, and it costs ” +  

            aPhone.price;  

} 

// Declare a Phone variable called pixel 
let pixel: Phone = new Phone(); 

pixel.brand = “Pixel”; 

pixel.color = “white”; 

pixel.price = 799.99; 

// Invoke toString method. 

toString(pixel); 

// The function call in the previous line will return - 

// “This is a white Pixel, and it costs 799.99”. 


